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Abstract

This paper outlines work in progress on a new
method of annotating and quantitatively dis-
cussing narrative techniques related to time
in fiction. Specifically those techniques are
analepsis, prolepsis, narrative level changes,
and stream-of-consciousness and free-indirect-
discourse narration. By counting the fre-
quency and extent of the usage of these tech-
niques, the narrative characteristics of differ-
ent works from different time periods and gen-
res can be compared. This project uses mod-
ernist fiction and hypertext fiction as its case
studies.

1 Introduction

This project annotates and analyses a specific com-
bination of narrative techniques that have not been
treated in this way before. Its understanding of nar-
rative emanates from English literary studies, but
is applied using a methodology that combines the
methods of that field with digital humanities meth-
ods, specifically annotation. There has been work
on annotating narrative features, but not featuring
the combination of narrative levels, time disrup-
tions, and subjective narration. This paper shows a
new way for this to be done using a custom XML
schema and analysis of preliminary data gleaned
from the application of that schema. This process
can be used to compare fiction from any genre
or time period because most of the techniques in-
volved in the annotation scheme have been used
in fiction for centuries. This project applies the
process to modernist fiction (experimental novels
from the early 20th century) and hypertext fiction
(texts from the last four decades which are designed
specifically to be read on a computer) because
comparing them quantitatively can help to trace
the relationship between the two genres which has
been proposed in literary theory. This is work in

progress, and this paper’s analysis will mainly fo-
cus on the use of analepsis, which is one of the
techniques of disrupting narrative time.

2 Description of project and research
question

This project seeks to determine whether a valid
and useful system of encoding narrative character-
istics related to time in fiction can be developed.
It then asks how the narratives thus encoded can
be quantitatively analysed, using modernist and
hypertext fiction as case studies. The narrative
techniques which this project addresses are analep-
sis, prolepsis (flashbacks and flashes forward in
story time, respectively, and collectively referred to
as anachronies), changes in narrative level (stories
within stories), and two kinds of subjective narra-
tion: stream of consciousness (prose that reports
a character’s thoughts directly and continuously,
often ignoring rules of grammar in order to do so)
and free indirect discourse (prose that still uses a
separate narrator and third-person sentences, but
in which the words are affected by the biases and
perspective of a particular character). If one is com-
paring transitions in narrative time, then one must
determine to what extent those things are happen-
ing, and how frequently. The workflow consists of
annotating the novels and hypertexts; counting the
encoded instances of anachrony, subjective narra-
tion, and changes in narrative level; determining
where these phenomena appear in each text; com-
paring those patterns between the texts; and then
going back to the texts themselves to read what
is going on at particular points of activity, to see
why these changes in the narration are occurring.
Works are regularly compared in literary studies,
and narrative theory is often used to compare the
portrayal of time in fiction works of different kinds.
What this project adds to that is a more measurable
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way of describing the structural positioning and
role of of narrative time disruptions in fiction.

3 Related quantitative work

Several annotation schemes and digital humanities
literary studies have influenced this project. Pre-
existing annotation schemes have shown how some
similar narrative aspects can be encoded. Narra-
tiveML is intended for encoding the goals of char-
acters and narrators, aspects of pacing in narrative,
and embedded narratives (Mani, 2013). Its tagset
has a small number of elements, but a large amount
of attributes and values that can be added to those
elements. This makes NarrativeML good for its
intended use, but its complexity is not necessary
for the goals of this project, and it does not address
the combination of narrative time, subjective nar-
ration, and changes in level. ProppML is useful as
another example of a system for manually encod-
ing some narrative features in fiction (Yarlott and
Finlayson, 2016), but it is intended for folk tales
with formulaic plots and it is also quite complex
with many attributes for each element. Narrative
time is the primary focus of TimeML (Saurı́ et al.,
2006). Its Timex3 and Tlink tags allow numbers to
be assigned in their values for recording the relative
order of events, but there are no specific tags for
analepsis or prolepsis, and the annotation scheme is
not concerned with subjective narration or narrative
levels so there are no tags for them either. These
kinds of schemes have shown that narrative char-
acteristics can be encoded, but have not addressed
the specific ones that this project addresses.

The Narrelations tool represents annotated nar-
ratives as a diagram consisting of concentric rings
(Schwan et al., 2019). It is excellent for show-
ing how many narrative levels a story has, and the
proportion of story length spent in each level. How-
ever, it does not show the degree to which narrative
level changes and anachronies are happening - how
many words are being encompassed by these tech-
niques. It cannot show relative peaks or troughs
in the usage of those techniques over the course
of a text, only binary information on whether they
are happening or not. It does not feature stream-of-
consciousness or free indirect discourse, or display
word counts. As such, it too does not address the
specific pieces of information that this project re-
quires.

Some digital humanities projects have shown
how quantitative methods can be useful for com-

paring fiction works individually and in corpora.
Ramsay (2011) compared sections of The Waves
by Virginia Woolf against each other, noting the
difference in the vocabulary used in sections nar-
rated by the different characters, and what that can
tell us about those characters. Jockers (2014) has
shown how to visually represent the relative sim-
ilarities and differences in prose style of a corpus
of nineteenth- and twentieth-century novels using
cluster dendrograms. Clement (2012) uses visu-
alisations of the frequency of usage of the word
“one” increasing dramatically in the second half of
Gertrude Stein’s The Making of Americans, just
as the usage of the word “I” becomes far less fre-
quent. Using this graph Clement shows definite
and deliberate structural change in the second half
of the novel, driven by its syntax. This illustrates
how quantitative measures can help to interrogate
the structure of fiction texts, as well as the style
of their prose. Text-mining does not work for this
project because the narrative concepts being ad-
dressed require too much critical interpretation for
a computer program to detect, but these practices
show the insights that can be gained from com-
paring data gleaned from fiction works, and then
applying those insights to further literary study of
those novels.

4 Data

The corpus of this project contains six modernist
novels and seven pieces of hypertext fiction. The
modernist novels are To the Lighthouse by Virginia
Woolf, Tender is the Night by F. Scott Fitzgerald,
Pointed Roofs by Dorothy Richardson, The Sound
and the Fury by William Faulkner, Three Lives by
Gertrude Stein, and The House in Paris by Eliz-
abeth Bowen. They have been selected because
their publication dates span from 1909 to 1935,
and because they feature a wide range of prose
and narrative styles. The hypertext fictions cho-
sen are Uncle Roger by Judy Malloy, Twelve Blue
by Michael Joyce, my body - a Wunderkammer
by Shelley Jackson, Seed by Joanna Walsh, Voy-
age Into the Unknown by Roderick Coover, Victory
Garden by Stuart Moulthrop, The Jew’s Daughter
by Judd Morrissey and Lori Talley. Similarly, these
texts span from 1986 to 2017 and have a variety
of different writing styles and narrative structures.
Modernist and hypertext fiction often share charac-
teristics such as narrative fragmentation, the effort
to make a “significant formal break with the tradi-
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tions that preceded” them (Rettberg, 2018), while
still seeking “inspiration and validation in a literary
past” (Pressman, 2014). They also share a certain
“narrative complexity, and an aesthetic of difficulty”
(Pressman, 2014).

5 Methodology

In order to compare narrative features in a struc-
tured way across different texts, it is necessary to
count how much and how frequently those fea-
tures were occurring. Annotating each occurrence
of those features was the way to do this, and this
project’s combination of tags is necessary so that
they can be interwoven in a way that mimics how
the narrative techniques are interwoven in the fic-
tion. XML has been used for the annotation.

The elements in the annotation scheme are:
Analepsis, Prolepsis, Level (with the attribute
‘degree’, to which integers can be assigned
for each narrative level), SOC (for stream-of-
consciousness), and FID (for free indirect dis-
course). Each tag can be used on its own, or nested
inside one another. Due to the modular structure of
this system, the annotation routine does not have to
follow a particular order, and not every tag needs to
be used. The tags can be applied as necessary. The
criteria for beginning and ending annotation spans
is the same for all tags. The annotation should
begin at the point in the text where the narrative
transitions either to a higher or lower level, a dif-
ferent point in time, or into or out of stream-of-
consciousness or free-indirect-discourse narration.
This can occur in the middle of a sentence, and can
continue into another sentence, paragraph, or chap-
ter. The annotation is ended when the phenomenon
ends and the narration changes to a different level,
transitions to a different point in time, or changes
back to omniscient narration after its spell in more
subjective narration has ceased.

Once the texts have been encoded, a number
of features are measured quantitatively. They are:
(1) numbers of each of the analepsis, prolepsis,
narrative level, stream-of-consciousness and free
indirect discourse tags in each text, both as total
numbers and as percentages relative to the total
word counts of each text; (2) how frequently those
tags are occurring relative to word counts; (3) num-
bers of words contained within all tags relative to
the total word counts of whole texts, pages, lexias,
chapters, and sections; (4) which tags are occurring
inside other tags. The analyses in this paper use the

first two of those measures.
The scope and budget of the project does not

allow for multiple annotators to be hired; as such
all text encoding was completed by one annota-
tor, the author. However, the project’s schema has
been tested for inter-annotator agreement using a
separate, smaller corpus, and compared against
other similar annotation guidelines that focus on
narrative levels, as part of the Systematic Analysis
of Narrative Texts through Annotation (SANTA)
project. Gius et al. (2019) explain that SANTA
“employed the metric γ (gamma)” so that they
could “compare evaluation schemes with different
complexities and to avoid favouring more simple
schemes (if the scheme is simpler, chance agree-
ment is higher)”. The IAA result for my guidelines
was 0.24 in gamma (Willand et al., 2019). By nor-
mal IAA measures, 0.24 is quite low (Mathet et al.,
2015), but all of the scores in the SANTA project
were similarly low. The IAA for my guidelines was
the third-highest of the eight annotation guidelines,
with results ranging from 0.05 to 0.30. Further
rounds of evaluation are pending in that project.

Recording and analysing number and frequency
of narrative features related to time allows direct
comparisons of the narrative strategies and struc-
tures of literary texts from different genres and time
periods. We can see how different or similar these
texts are in their treatment of narrative time, in a
way that is different to what can be achieved with
traditional literary analysis alone. However, that
literary analysis is more important, and these quan-
titative measures do not replace that; rather they are
used in concert with it, as can be seen in the next
section of this paper. The data only ever serves to
lead us back to reading the texts.

6 Preliminary results and discussion

These examples are small parts of the overall
project, and work is ongoing to develop further
comparisons, but for now we can look at all of the
texts in the corpus using a basic measure, and then
do some more detailed analysis of a select few texts
which have characteristics in common. One of the
first things to consider across the corpus - and the
quantitative measure numbered (1) in the method-
ology - is how frequently each tag is occurring in
each text, relative to the word counts of those texts.
To achieve a relative comparison across texts of dif-
ferent lengths, normalised frequency has been used,
which is simply the number of a times a particular
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tag occurs in a text, divided by the total word count
of that text, with that result multiplied by 10,000.
This calculation comes from McEnery and Hardie
(2011), and the base of normalisation of 10,000 is
essentially arbitrary, but is somewhat similar to the
length of the texts in this corpus, most of which
are in the tens of thousands of words. Figure 1 in
this paper shows the normalised frequency for the
analepsis tag across all texts in the corpus. Analep-
sis is used in all of these examples because it is the
most significant tag for the themes of the project,
but these measures can be made with all of the tags
in the schema.

Figure 1: Normalised frequency of analepsis tags, for
all texts ((Total no. of analepsis tags / Total no. of
words in a text) x 10,000)

As we can see, the modernist novels tend to have
comparable frequency of analepsis tags occurring;
four of the six novels have normalised frequencies
close to 20. The other two, Tender is the Night
and Three Lives, both have long sections that are
wholly encompassed by one analepsis tag, so their
less frequent occurrence of tags does not reflect
the large proportion of their narratives that occurs
inside analepsis.

For a clearer analysis of these narratives, we
need to examine the numbers of words contained
within analepsis tags and their placement in the
text. Tender is the Night and The House in Paris are
useful as an example for this comparison because
both novels are divided into three long sections,
beginning in the present, then flashing back about
ten years in their middle sections, then returning
to the present in their final portion. Those long
middle analepses in turn contain analepses of their
own.

In both of these novels, there are fewer words
in analepsis tags at the beginning and end, while
the large amount of words within analepsis in their
middle sections is clearly evident. The difference is
with the analepsis within analepsis. In The House
in Paris, the long flashback in the middle has sev-

Figure 2: Words in analepsis in Tender is the Night

Figure 3: Words in analepsis in The House in Paris

eral small clusters at various points throughout it,
rather than the large cluster of analepsis-within-
analepsis that we see at the beginning of the long
flashback in Tender is the Night. The dispersed
analepses in Bowen’s novel mimic the natural ref-
erences to the past that occur in memory (or story-
telling), while Fitzgerald’s novel shows a more de-
liberate construction of particular flashbacks, like a
Freudian psychoanalyst imposing a narrative on a
patient, a subject with which the novel is concerned
in its content.

A linear comparison works for linear texts, but
hypertexts are usually nonlinear. They can be anal-
ysed on the level of individual lexias, but for over-
all comparisons between hypertexts and modernist
novels, one can compare how frequently tags are
occurring, and how the two texts compare in terms
of words within analepsis tags as percentages of
their overall length. To the Lighthouse and Twelve
Blue are useful texts to compare because they both
use free-indirect discourse narration from the per-
spectives of many characters, mostly families and
groups of friends. Along with those changing nar-
rative perspectives, both texts also often transition
backwards and forwards through time and mem-
ory. So, their similar content invites one to ask
whether they have similarities in narrative form,
despite their different genres. As such, Figures 4
and 5 compare the usage of analepsis in these two
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texts.

Figure 4: Analepsis tags occur 2.5 times more fre-
quently in Twelve Blue than in To the Lighthouse.

Figure 5: Relative to their total word counts, Twelve
Blue only has 1.7 times as many words in analepsis tags
than To the Lighthouse

At first it would appear that analepsis is hap-
pening overwhelmingly more in Twelve Blue than
in To the Lighthouse, but one can see in Figure
5 that the difference is not as great as it initially
seems, when word counts are taken into consider-
ation. Still, proportionally, more of Twelve Blue
occurs in analepsis than To the Lighthouse. Both
texts are concerned with memory and the intersect-
ing lives of groups of people over spans of years.
That thematic similarity stands in contrast with
their structural differences. The first part of To the
Lighthouse is its longest section, setting up most
of the significant relationships and story themes;
it is the part that the characters spend the shorter
final part of the book remembering. Twelve Blue
does not work like this; its interweaving-thread
structure diverts the reader to different times and
places with each click rather than following one
story from start to finish. It is more fragmented,
with analepses occurring throughout rather than
at the end. This invites the question of whether

hypertext narratives generally are even more tem-
porally fragmented than those found in modernism,
whether hypertext has taken the aesthetics of mod-
ernism and experimented with them even further.
That is one of the questions that the rest of this
project will address.

7 Conclusion

Annotation and quantitative analysis allows tempo-
ral narrative features to be assessed in a different
way than with traditional literary methods. The
quantitative perspective enables aspects of literary
structure to be measured as well as compared. This
methodology can show exactly where spans of nar-
rative disruptions begin and end, and what their
length and frequency can tell us about the narrative
strategies of a text. In turn this helps us to unpack
the “incessant shower of innumerable atoms” with
their “sudden lightning flashes of significance” that
are the temporally fragmented narratives of mod-
ernist and hypertext fiction (Woolf, 1984).
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